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From Fair Dealing to User-Generated Content: Legal La La Land in Hong Kong
Alice Lee1 and Brendan Clift2
Here’s to the ones who dream
Foolish as they may seem
Here’s to the hearts that ache
Here’s to the mess we make3
In March 2016, the Hong Kong government abandoned its latest attempt to reform copyright law for the
digital era. Notwithstanding strong support from the business sector, opposition to the Copyright
(Amendment) Bill 2014 had become a crusade for civil rights activists and internet user interest groups,
who protested it online and outside the legislature, and also for pro-democracy lawmakers, who
filibustered tirelessly until the Bill’s demise.
Had the Bill become law, copyright users would have gained new fair dealing exceptions covering
parody, satire, caricature, pastiche, comment on current events and quotation – provisions and
protections they had requested when the predecessor Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2011 was rejected –
along with greater clarity on various technology-related matters. Instead, Hong Kong retains a limited
and dated range of exceptions in the areas of education, journalism and public administration.
To understand this counter-intuitive result, it is necessary to consider not only the copyright reform
process – all ten fruitless years of it – but also Hong Kong’s political climate. Since the return to Chinese
sovereignty in 1997, the mood in the city has shifted from intermittently tense to frequently
tumultuous. By the time the 2014 Bill was proposed, political conflict had reached a high point as the
public lost patience with Beijing’s refusal to countenance democratic reform. Hundreds of thousands
took to the streets and occupied them from September to December 2014.
Amid the prevailing atmosphere of confrontation and mistrust, the Bill’s opponents proclaimed it a
threat to free speech and internet freedom and demanded broader protections for user-generated
content (UGC), which had by then become a notable mode of anti-establishment expression. A shellshocked government, seemingly lacking the wherewithal to sell the reform package or mediate between
copyright owners and users, moved the controversial item to the back of the legislative agenda to allow
the budget and other essential business through.
Thus copyright remains analogue and decreasingly fit for purpose in Hong Kong. But, despite the
political stalemate over its future, the impetus for reform has not evaporated. With treaty obligations
unmet, and with copyright owners and users stubbornly staking out their claims, there will be further
chapters to this saga. It remains to be seen whether the next attempt at reform will be incremental in
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nature or, bowing to popular opinion, if it will revolutionise Hong Kong copyright law by architecting a
UGC Utopia.4

Background: Hong Kong’s unique constitutional context
On 1 July 1997, the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region of the
People’s Republic of China. The territorial handover took place in accordance with a treaty between the
outgoing and incoming sovereigns. 5 Recognising Hong Kong’s success as a freewheeling hub for
international trade and a global financial centre, the United Kingdom and China agreed that the city’s
established ways of life and commerce, and many of its core institutions, would remain unchanged for
at least 50 years.6
Hong Kong’s de facto constitution is the Basic Law.7 It guarantees fundamental rights and freedoms in
the territory.8 It provides for the continuation of laws in force at the time of the handover, judicial
independence, the common law legal system and the use of overseas precedent.9 And, in the political
sphere, it promises Hong Kong a high degree of autonomy, independent legislative and executive
branches, and gradual and orderly progress towards elections via universal suffrage.10
Despite the trappings of a liberal democratic state, Hong Kong is subject to a superior, non-democratic
governing body: the Central Government of the People’s Republic of China. The Basic Law reserves
certain powers to China, including acts of state and the powers to amend and finally interpret the Basic
Law itself.11 “Interpretations” can be, and have been, issued by the Chinese government to guide or
override decisions of Hong Kong’s highest court.12
Hong Kong is not a state in a federal system with clearly delineated jurisdictional boundaries between
regional and national governments. It is part of a hybrid regime, enjoying limited regional autonomy
which can be overridden at the discretion of the national government.13 Although the Basic Law sets out
discrete areas of responsibility, its underlying “One Country, Two Systems” concept14 accommodates the
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view that Hong Kong’s integrity as a self-contained autonomous system may be overridden in the
interests of “one country”.15

Politics: The Basic Law and elections
Since the early days of the Special Administrative Region, the inherent contradictions of this
“schizophrenic” constitutional set-up16 have been apparent in the wrangling over electoral models. The
topic can flare up at any time but reliably does so around the election of the Chief Executive, Hong
Kong’s de facto leader, scheduled to occur every five years.
The Basic Law describes the method for selecting the Chief Executive, a method which may be amended
by China’s National People’s Congress if the amendment is consented to by two-thirds of Hong Kong’s
legislature, the Legislative Council.17 The Basic Law states that the “ultimate aim is the selection of the
Chief Executive by universal suffrage upon nomination by a broadly representative nominating
committee in accordance with democratic procedures”.18
Currently, the Chief Executive is chosen by a committee of 1200 members which is divided into subsectors largely representing commercial and professional interests.19 Although members are elected,
this is not by universal suffrage. The representatives of the general public – legislators and district
council members – constitute only around 10 per cent of the committee. Many seats on the committee
are decided solely by corporate voters and many are uncontested.20
The opaque and undemocratic nature of this committee, which reliably produces Chief Executives from
the pro-establishment side of politics, has long been a source of agitation. In 2014, the Hong Kong
government acceded to calls to reconsider the process and ran a consultation on the electoral model to
be used in 2017. Public engagement was high — an online survey by the University of Hong Kong
attracted more than half a million votes. Pro-democracy groups openly advocated universal suffrage,
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And some announced plans to stage civil disobedience campaigns unless genuine progress towards
democracy was made.
When the consultation closed, Beijing announced its decision on the new model: the selection
committee would remain in place to vet the candidates for Chief Executive. Those who were not
screened out by the committee would be eligible to stand for election by the Hong Kong public.
Outraged opposition legislators vowed to use their veto to block the half-hearted reform. University and
school students launched an extended strike, which tipped into the streets when police blocked access
to protest sites around government offices. When police resorted to batons, pepper spray and 87
canisters of tear gas, hundreds of thousands of ordinary Hong Kongers joined the students and flooded
the city streets. The Umbrella Movement, a mass protest which would blockade the Central, Causeway
Bay and Mongkok districts for 72 consecutive days, had begun.21
This was the backdrop against which the latest copyright reform consultation was launched.

Copyright: The law and exceptions
At the time of the handover, a raft of new, local laws took effect in Hong Kong. These included the
territory’s first comprehensive copyright statute, the Copyright Ordinance.22 The Ordinance filled the
void left by the UK Copyright Act 1956, which had applied in the colony until that point, and was based
in most respects on the successor to the 1956 Act: the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.23
Under the Ordinance, copyright subsists in a work of a prescribed type if it is original and fixed in
material form.24 The jurisprudence on these criteria remains English in origin. Thus the originality
requirement has a low threshold focused on independence of creation rather than inventiveness; a
minimum degree of skill, judgment, labour or investment is required; and copyright ultimately protects
not an idea but its expression.25
The exclusive rights of copyright owners, set out in terms of “restricted acts”, include the right to
reproduce the work in any material form, in whole or substantial part.26 Both physical and electronic
reproductions fall within this restriction, and the copyright owner enjoys exclusive rights of first issue of
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the work to the public and of making it available online.27 Infringements of these rights are termed
“primary” infringements.
“Secondary” infringements involve dealing with infringing items in connection with a trade or business.
This category also proscribes the distribution of an infringing item, not in connection with a trade or
business, to an extent that prejudicially affects the copyright owner.28 It is a defence to secondary
infringement to prove reasonable belief, on the facts subjectively known, that the copy was not an
infringing copy.29
Certain infringements are offences under the Ordinance, mostly those done in connection with a trade
or business. The primary infringement of making available online does not attract criminal liability,
however, whereas the secondary infringement of prejudicial non-commercial distribution does. 30
Damages are available to the copyright owner unless it is shown that the infringer did not know and had
no reason to believe copyright subsisted in the work.31
Largely based on the UK Copyright, Designs and Patent Act 1988, the Ordinance contains a long list of
“acts permitted in relation to copyright works”,32 ranging from fair dealing to education, libraries and
archives. It may be said that the Hong Kong exceptions are comparable to those found throughout
Europe and the Commonwealth.33 There is an explicit provision that, in determining whether an act may
be done in relation to a copyright work notwithstanding the subsistence of copyright, the primary
consideration is whether the act conflicts with a normal exploitation of the work by, or unreasonably
prejudices the legitimate interests of, the copyright owner.34

Fair dealing and parody: where law meets politics
The major exceptions to copyright infringement are found in the fair dealing provisions of the Copyright
Ordinance.35 Before 2007, fair dealing was confined to the purposes of research and private study; 36
criticism, review and news reporting.37 The range of exceptions was expanded after criticisms that the
Copyright Ordinance was unfairly tilted in favour of copyright owners, and it now includes acts done for
the purposes of giving or receiving instruction38 and public administration.39
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The 2007 amendments liberalised the education exceptions by making them medium-neutral40 and
added a fourth fair dealing factor, the effect of the dealing on the potential market for or value of the
work.41 Despite these moves to broaden fair dealing, its specific heads or purposes still have their own
further criteria, contributing to the granularity of the current law. For example, fair dealing for the
purposes of criticism, review and news reporting must contain “sufficient acknowledgement” identifying
the copied work and its author.42
The Ordinance contains no express exception or defence for a work of parody that reproduces the
whole or a substantial part of a copyright work. There is no reason why copyright cannot subsist in a
work of parody if it meets the standard criteria; in the case of an artistic work, irrespective of its
quality.43 A mere tracing may not meet the threshold for protection; a painted or sculpted reproduction
may.44 However, an unauthorised derivative work is liable to infringe the original copyright, even if the
copying is unintentional or inadvertent.45
Despite the lack of a dedicated exception, it has been suggested that the terms “criticism” and “review”
are broad enough in scope to encompass parodic works, particularly given the underlying assumption
that the fair dealing provisions provide for copyright exceptions justifiable in the public interest.. On the
other hand, it has also been observed that the requirement for acknowledgement does not sit well with
many forms of parody.46
In the UK, a 2014 amendment to the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 introduced a new fair
dealing exception for “caricature, parody or pastiche”47 – without any acknowledgement requirement –
as well as adding a new category of “quotation” to the existing exception for criticism, review and news
reporting.48 These exceptions were legislated in recognition of the public interest in parody and the
adoption of such exceptions in several European countries.49
40
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Similar exceptions have been legislated elsewhere, including Australia50 and Canada,51 while courts in
the United States have held that a right of parody exists within the fair use exception.52 More so than
fair dealing, fair use has proven to be broad and flexible in judicial hands, able to be sculpted to the
circumstances on policy grounds without legislative intervention, although it comes with a
corresponding lack of certainty.53

First attempt: the Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2011
In 2008, Hong Kong signed the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)’s Copyright Treaty and
Performances and Phonograms Treaty, instruments which had spurred widespread modernisations of
copyright law including the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act in 1998 and the EU Copyright Directive
in 2001. In anticipation of following suit, the Hong Kong government had launched a consultation,
entitled “Copyright Protection in the Digital Environment”, in 2006.
The consultation led to the 2008 “Preliminary Proposals for Strengthening Copyright Protection in the
Digital Environment”54 and, after further consultation, the 2009 “Proposals for Strengthening Copyright
Protection in the Digital Environment”. 55 This process laid the foundations for the Copyright
(Amendment) Bill 2011, which was introduced with the declared aims of technology neutrality,
strengthened protection against online infringement, and the facilitation of new modes of uses.56
The centrepiece of the 2011 Bill was a new right of communication to the public: a technology-neutral
right wide enough to encompass future developments in electronic transmission. The right would be
infringed by any person who, without the licence of the copyright owner, communicated the work to the
public (1) for the purpose of or in the course of any trade or business that consisted of communicating
works to the public for profit or reward, or (2) to such an extent as to affect prejudicially the copyright
owner.57 In addition to civil liability, infringement was to carry criminal sanctions.
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This communication right would have superseded the extant “making available” provision of the
Ordinance, which carries no criminal sanction, substantially toughening online copyright protection.
Such a right is envisioned by Article 8 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty and appears in the copyright laws of
various jurisdictions, including the UK.58 Its scope elsewhere, however, is less broad. For example,
European jurisprudence has incorporated the additional requirement that profit has been made from
the communication to the public.59
Between the 2008 and 2009 proposal documents, the overall reform proposition was softened.
Limitations were placed on online service provider (OSP) liability for infringing materials via “safe
harbour” provisions. The proposed criminalisation of unauthorised transmission through streaming
technologies was amended to remove criminal liability for peer-to-peer file-sharing and unauthorised
downloading except for acts which involved actively making unauthorised communications to the public.
And exceptions were added for temporary reproductions and media shifting between formats.60
But the communication right remained unaltered, and it became the focus of debate. Copyright owners
supported criminal sanctions which were technology-neutral and applied regardless of commercial
motivation, arguing that this was the most effective way to combat online piracy and would not affect
legitimate use of the internet. Users objected, suggesting that the criminalisation of non-commercial
activities would inhibit the free flow of information, stymie Hong Kong’s development as an internet
services hub, and chill speech.61
Concerns over the Bill’s effect on freedom of speech saw it labelled “Cyberspace Article 23” by its
detractors. This was a reference to a deeply unpopular Hong Kong government proposal to enact a
draconian national security law in accordance with Article 23 of the Basic Law. In July 2003, half a million
residents took to the streets in protest against the perceived authoritarian thrust of that law. Presaging
the fate of copyright reform, the government lacked sufficient support in the Legislative Council to push
through the security law which was withdrawn and indefinitely shelved.62
Hong Kong’s political opposition, comprising an array of community groups, political parties and
legislators – the latter informally affiliated under the “pan-democrats” banner – thus took copyright into
its stable of causes. There it sits alongside – and now intertwined with – issues including Hong Kong
autonomy, the implementation of universal suffrage, remembrance of the 1989 Tiananmen Square
massacre, and local concerns from housing to graft.
Perhaps with democratic ideals in mind, parody and satire were identified as activities deserving of
protection, activities which were not addressed by the proposed amendments but had been expressly
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protected elsewhere. Pan-democrat lawmakers, urged on by emerging organisations of internet users,63
held up the Bill by raising the suggestion that a parody exception be added.64 The goalposts having
shifted, the Bill was allowed to lapse at the expiry of the 2012 Legislative Council term.

Second attempt: the Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2014
Following the abandonment of the 2011 Bill, another round of consultation was held to address the
unresolved concerns. This was entitled “Treatment of Parody under the Copyright Regime”.65 With the
resultant Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2014, the government proposed to introduce a range of new fair
dealing exceptions to the Copyright Ordinance in terms not dissimilar to the then-imminent
amendments to the UK Copyright, Patents and Designs Act 1988.
Fundamentally, the government deemed each of the newly-proposed exceptions to be acceptable
because its scope was clear and confined, affording a reasonable degree of legal certainty. The
government was especially concerned that exceptions comply with Hong Kong’s international
obligations under the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS);
particularly Article 61, requiring deterrent criminal penalties in cases of commercial piracy, and Article
13, providing that limitations or exceptions must be confined to certain special cases which do not
conflict with a normal exploitation of the work or unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the
rights holder (the “three-step test”).66
Addressing parody directly, a new section exempted fair dealing for the purpose of “parody, satire,
caricature or pastiche”. 67 In determining whether dealing was fair, all the circumstances were to be
taken into account, in particular the purpose and nature of the dealing, whether it was non-profitmaking or commercial, the nature of the work, the amount and substantially of the portion dealt with,
and the effect of the dealing on the potential market for or value of the work.
The government expressed the view that the amendments were justified because the acts were wellrecognised practices which had been accommodated in overseas copyright regimes; they were common
means for the public to express views or comment on current events and may promote freedom of
expression; they may encourage creativity, nurture new talent and boost the entertainment business,
contributing to economic and cultural development; and they were commonly critical or transformative
in nature and would be unlikely to compete with or substitute the original works.
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Beyond citing dictionary definitions and opining that the acts taken together constituted a broad
exemption, the government did not define parody, satire, caricature or pastiche.68 In doing so it was
aware of the lack of a unified approach to parody in the corresponding provisions in Australia, the US,
Canada and the UK.69
Addressing parody-related acts, the Bill proposed to expand the section covering fair dealing for the
purposes of criticism, review and news reporting, a move intended to clarify the rights of internet users
in particular.70 First, a provision was to be added exempting fair dealing for the purpose of commenting
on current events, on the basis that users commonly used copyright works when commenting on
political or social matters. Second, a quotation exception, to no greater an extent than necessary for the
specific purpose, allowing users to quote copyright works in facilitating discussion, providing information
or expressing opinions, for example on blogs and social media.71 These two additions were aimed at
addressing internet users’ concerns. While “commenting” is clearly wider than “reporting”, the
proposed quotation exception may be invoked “whether for the purpose of criticism, review or
otherwise”.
However, the consultation revealed that respondent users believed the scope of permitted acts should
include a wide range of common internet activities involving the use of copyright works as well as the
circulation of the results on social media sites like YouTube and Facebook or discussion forums or blogs.
Products and acts cited included mash-ups, altered pictures or videos, doujinshi, image or video capture,
streaming of video game playing, posting of earnest performances of copyright works and rewriting song
lyrics.72 Criticism of the Bill focused on the contention that such acts would fall outside the exemptions if
not done for the purposes covered by the fair dealing provisions. The concern was also raised that there
was no “contract override” provision to prevent copyright owners from contractually excluding the
exceptions.73
Most problematically, despite offering up the previously-requested exceptions, the 2014 Bill could not
shake the pejorative tag of “Internet Article 23”. Its coincidence with the Umbrella Movement exposed
the Bill to the skepticism and boiling resentment that had been engendered by broken promises of
democracy and the sting of tear gas.74 Satirical imagery – inserting the Chief Executive into Cultural
Revolution-style propaganda posters, or superimposing his leadership team’s faces onto a movie poster
for “The Avengers” retitled “The Suppressors” – featured in the anti-Bill campaign. Ironically, such
examples would likely have fallen within the proposed fair dealing exceptions.
But they, and the overall message, struck a chord. An online petition opposing the Bill attracted more
than 55,000 signatures ahead of the second reading. Online user groups clamoured for greater
protection, by introducing fair use or blanket exception for non-commercial UGC. Pan-democrat
68
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lawmakers came on board and promised to filibuster the Bill, 75 one of them duly proposing over 1000
amendments.76
Despite its anxiety to see digital copyright reforms passed into law,77 the government – claiming to have
the support of copyright owners – rejected the suggestion of a UGC exception.78 First, it stated that the
exception may not comply with TRIPS Article 13, not being confined to certain special cases – an
objection equally applicable to the open-ended doctrine of fair use. Second, it was unclear on which acts
might be covered by a UGC exception that were not covered by the proposed fair dealing exceptions,
and why those acts deserved protection. Third, it opined that the concept was unsettled and developing,
with only Canada having adopted it in legislation.79
After three months of filibustering and negotiations, 80 with all sides bemoaning the others’
unwillingness to compromise,81 the Bill was moved to the back of the agenda and effectively dropped
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for the remainder of the government’s term.82 Optimistic appraisals were few and far between as
stakeholders lamented a lose-lose result.83

Analysing the outcome
Copyright has always contained a tension between restrictive rights in private property and the right to
freedom of speech. If a fair balance is to be maintained, the law must adapt to changing circumstances.
The in-tandem evolution of the digital economy, on the one hand, and norms of netizen behaviour, on
the other, presents a major challenge to the fragile equilibrium that copyright law seeks to maintain
between competing interests. The longer copyright reform is delayed in Hong Kong, the longer parties
on both sides of the debate must tolerate an increasingly uncertain and inapposite legal framework.
Did the 2014 Bill fairly balance these competing interests? The government and copyright owners
appeared to be satisfied that it did, even after conceding on additional exemptions. The opposition’s
objections – and the calls for UGC exceptions and fair use – largely focused on the risk that users might
inadvertently incur criminal liability for non-commercial infringement of the communication right. This
raises the question whether the proposed reform cast the criminal net wider than was necessary to
protect the interests of copyright owners.
The answer seems to be no. In the “prejudice” limb of the communication right in the 2014 Bill, the
government dropped the previous wording “more than trivial economic prejudice”, which had been
criticised as unclear and overly broad. 84 The revised provision described specific economic
considerations: the purpose of the communication; the nature of the work including its commercial
value; the amount and substantiality of the portion communicated in relation to the work as a whole;
the mode of communication; and the economic prejudice caused to the copyright owner including the
effect on the potential market for or value of the work.85 The scope and specificity of these factors
would exclude the vast majority of non-commercial and non-piratical activity by ordinary internet
users.86
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It is apparent that a real issue, if not the real issue, behind the hostile reception to “Cyberspace Article
23” was the conflation of copyright law with the perceived government interest in controlling speech.
This position was understandable but misconceived. It has been suggested that, as against the
government, copyright owners and users have a commonality rather than a conflict of interest:
copyright’s protection of ideas is a critical element of the freedom of speech. A law which enhances
copyright protection while protecting parodic expression creates dual limitations on government
authority, with the rights of the individual being the ultimate beneficiary.87
Guan suggests, convincingly, that the government’s possible interference with free speech is a serious
constitutional issue which should be hashed out elsewhere, not in the copyright amendment process.88
The fact that the issues were conflated shows that the most unlikely of matters can snowball when
tensions between the rulers and the ruled are running high.89 The case of copyright reform reveals that,
in Hong Kong, those conflicts are being addressed in a manner which can ultimately negate progress.
That may be explained by the city’s unusual constitutional set-up.
Yam posits that hybrid regimes are inherently unstable and prone to generating political conflict due to
their governments’ ineffectiveness at suppressing opposition. In a purely authoritarian state, the ruling
party dominates all arenas of contestation. Hong Kong, by contrast, enjoys a free press and a legislature
which is partially democratically elected, granting a voice to the political opposition. The opposition
cannot form a government, but it can filibuster, thus forcing the government to the negotiation table. It
can also defend against attempts to ban this tactic by filibustering away proposed changes to the
procedural rules of the legislature.90 Copyright reform is not the only worthwhile initiative to fall by the
wayside as genuine legislative deliberation is replaced with bickering and gamesmanship.

Where do we go from here?
Hong Kong copyright law is not entirely bereft of digital adaptations. The Copyright Ordinance ushered
in a range of innovations to an outdated British law that had been superseded in Britain almost a decade
earlier. The “making available” right, though now dated by international standards, appears to have
been the first such provision in Asia.91 Where the express terms of the Ordinance are ambiguous in their
application to the online realm, the courts have been willing to step in and innovate. This occurred in
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the case of a BitTorrent seeder who was held to have infringed the distribution right, rather than the
non-criminal and online-specific right of making available, facilitating criminal liability for online piracy.92
But useful innovations, many of which reflect common sense and accepted norms of digital conduct, are
not reflected in the law. A media-shifting exemption, permitting conversion of CDs to MP3 files for
personal use, would validate a widely-practiced activity lacking in detriment to copyright owners.93 OSP
provisions regulating notification and takedown of infringing materials would be a sensible addition
clarifying proper procedures and allocating responsibility appropriately. Both media-shifting and OSP
codes of practice were proposed in the decade-long digital copyright consultation, but they have lapsed
with the 2014 Bill. It may be argued that acquiescence or voluntary codes of practice could fill the
breach. But, as was pointed out in submissions to the UK’s Hargreaves report, copyright law should be
relevant to consumers and provide certainty to the creative and the technology industries which
innovate within the limits of the regulatory framework.94
There are legitimate arguments that the dynamic, participative nature of the internet requires some
form of UGC protection95 which may not contravene TRIPS,96 and the Hong Kong government has left
open the possibility of returning to the idea should it gain wider international acceptance.97 Many regard
the UGC model as the only way to achieve a digital utopia. In Hong Kong, as in many other jurisdictions,
the copyright conversation has boiled down to “UGC or no UGC”. Innovative and powerful provisions
such as those for “commenting on current events” and “quotation” have been brushed aside. As has
been seen, the former is broader than the existing fair dealing exception for “reporting current events”
and should facilitate freedom of expression.98 The latter goes even further in leaving the purpose of
quotation open. Had it been enacted, quotations of all kinds of copyright work would have been
permitted, provided that the work had been released, the use of the quotation was fair, the extent of
the quotation was no more than was required by the specific purpose for which it was used, and the use
was accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgment (unless it was not reasonably practicable to do so).99
Such an exception would cover common uses of copyright works whether they were altered or not,
whether there was any parodic element or not. Possible examples include quotations of literary or
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artistic works, films or sound recordings for the purposes of facilitating discussions, providing
information or expressing opinions as used on blogs and social media websites.100 It is hard to see why
such a broad exception cannot do what the UGC model can.
Perhaps the ultimate question is not a legal one. Even if UGC or similar exceptions had been written into
the Bill, the filibustering would not have subsided. It is political stalemate that has condemned copyright
reform in Hong Kong, at least for now.101
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